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return scarcely legible manuscripts to the author. A pamphlet on the preparation of
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ERRATA

'Mixed boundary-value problems for an elastic half-space', by L. M. KEER. Proc.
Cambridge Philos. Soc. 63 (1967), 1379-1386

The author regrets that certain corrections made in proof did not appear in the
published paper. The following, omitting obvious misprints, should be included:

P.1381

Equation (15) and first line p{p) should read pp(p)
below equation (19)

Equation (19)

Equation (20)

P. 1382

Line 2

P. 1384
Equation (47)

q(p) should read pq(p)

d C8 1 d C8

T PP(p) should read - -r- P2p(p)
dsjo sdsjo

Expression for l(s) should read

j'(t) (pz - «2)-* should read h'(t) (p2 -

Equation, second line below . , , 2 _. . , , , , . ,
._,. Add - Gi to right-hand side

equation (51) n

P. 1385
Equation (60)

Equation (61)

Equation (67)

P. 1386
Equation (68)

First minus sign on right-hand side of equation
should be deleted

2/tup should read 2/ipup

2/mz should read n/mz

2/iup should read n/ipu.
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